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An Elgin & Hall fireplace could easily 
be the most rewarding addition you 
make to your home and its value. 

Since the foundation of our parent 
company in 1963, we have successfully 
continued to grow from our base in 
the North of England. Every design is 
lovingly created here in the UK.

Over 50 years of continuous innovation 
and development has provided us with 
a collection of fires and fireplaces to 

Our surrounds are designed to keep 
up with changing lifestyles and include 
features which only we can produce 
thanks to our investment in the latest 
machinery. 

At the same time, we depend on our 
craft skills to hand finish and polish each 
marble or timber piece to perfection. 
It is this balance of innovation and 
heritage that makes your Elgin & Hall 
fireplace uniquely special.

suit any interior and lifestyle, whilst 
always adhering to our founding 
principles of elegance and simplicity. 

This timeless quality means your 
chosen fireplace will always be 
comfortably in agreement with your 
tastes in furnishing and décor. 

You can rest assured that our gas and 
electric fires are engineered, produced 
and tested for peak performance and 
reliability. 

Designed and manufactured in the UK

High quality hand finished products

Responsible sourcing and manufacturing
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Beauty of electric

50” Milena surround (page 29) in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Exclusive gas fire (page 70) in Brass
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Possessing all of the charm and beauty 
of natural marble, micro marble offers 
a guaranteed even surface and strength 
to withstand wear and tear in the home. 

Micro marble is a reconstituted mix of 
real marble pieces which are crushed 
and compacted together using resin to 
ensure a smooth surface finish. 

This beautiful material has to be seen to 
be believed and to be fully appreciated 
first hand.

The craftsmanship we devote to 
producing fireplaces in our UK 
workshops is matched by innovation.

Our latest micro marble surrounds 
have clever touches and refinements 
pioneered by our in-house designers 
and technology. 

Another reason why your choice of an 
Elgin & Hall fireplace is anything but 
ordinary.

Under mantel Smartsense lighting is available on 
many of our surrounds.

Standard Lipped Five-SidedBullnose

NB: colour options will vary for each surround.

A great selection of hearth options are available, including a made to measure service on                  
Standard Lipped and Bullnose - ask your retailer for details. 

6 - 7 Eliana

8 - 9 Vitalia

10 Florano

11 Timara

12 Siena

13 Harriet

14 - 15 Amorina

16 - 17 Viena

18 - 19 Eternia

20 - 21 Aurelia

22 - 23 Odella

24 Rosalina

25 Sophia

26 - 27 Vamella

28 Felicia

29 Milena

30 - 31 Roesia

32 - 33 Verdena

Manila Pearl StoneWhite Grey



6 elginandhall.co.uk52” Eliana surround in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Be Modern Titanium gas fire with Cast trim in Chrome
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Here is simplicity with a curvaceous 
appeal. The delicately arching frame 
takes a slight step inwards before 
the gentle curved profile on all sides 
to create a bold structure unique to  
Elgin & Hall.

Models: 48” or 52”* Surround

Finish: Grey / Manila / White  
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

Beautifully constructed

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
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Models: 48” or 52”* Surround

Finish: Grey† / Manila / White  
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

The grand presence of this stunning 
micro marble surround is unrivalled.  

With its fine detailing and angled 
stepped design the Vitalia is an 
uncompromising and stylish feature for 
any interior. 

52” Vitalia surround in White micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Chollerton gas fire (page 72) in Chrome

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
†Grey micro marble available in 52” only.
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Available as a gas fireplace (page 66-67) Available in Grey micro marble
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This design combines strong, straight 
architecture with a gentleness provided 
by the Florano’s soft arch. 

In an agreeable contrast of White and 
Grey micro marble this surround is an 
ideal contemporary addition. 

48” Florano surround in White and Grey micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Devotion gas fire (page 71) in Nickel

Models: 48” Surround

Finish: White & Grey micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped 

Lights: Optional
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Gentle hues of White and Grey micro 
marble are a true delight in the form 
of the Timara, beautifully offset by the 
traditional square profile and under 
mantel lighting. The slight frame of this 
48” surround creates a chic centrepiece 
in any space.

48” Timara surround in White and Grey micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Exclusive gas fire (page 70) in Chrome

Models: 48” Surround

Finish: White & Grey micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped 

Lights: Optional
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52” Siena surround in Pearl Stone micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Exclusive gas fire (page 70) in Chrome

Smartsense lighting available

The classic quality of micro marble is 
perfectly expressed in this Renaissance 
design. The apparent simplicity of the 
Siena is discreetly offset by the fine 
fluting that defines the surround where 
it steps inwards in a concave curve. 

Models: 48” or 52”* Surround

Finish: Manila / Pearl Stone / White 
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for installation with the Chollerton fires.
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What makes a masterpiece: the forward 
standing arched brow and pillars, 
the pretty step up from the bullnose 
hearth, the double contoured mantel 
top or simply the whole harmonious 
combination.

52” Harriet surround in Pearl Stone micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Devotion gas fire (page 71) in Brass

Models: 52” Surround

Finish: Manila / Pearl Stone  
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional
Splayed back panel and plinth



14 elginandhall.co.uk50” Amorina surround in White micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Exclusive gas fire (page 70) in Black
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This captivating creation owes its 
individuality to the classic credentials 
of the curved detailing. A tall, wide 
and handsome surround, the Amorina 
is equally charming in a traditional or 
contemporary setting; simply choose a 
fire to add the finishing touch.

Models: 50” Surround*

Finish: Manila / White  
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

Classic stepped design

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.

Available as an electric fireplace (page 41)
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Smartsense lightingAvailable in White micro marble
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With soft curves and an unassuming 
arch the Viena provides a calming 
presence. This surround will find itself 
easily at home amongst any interior. 
The addition of Smartsense under 
mantel lighting adds another dimension 
to this surrounds universal appeal.  

Models: 48” or 54”* Surround

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Lights: Optional

54” Viena surround in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Evolution Desire inset electric stove (page 76)

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.



18 elginandhall.co.uk54” Eternia inglenook in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Broseley Hereford 5 gas stove
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54” Eternia surround in White micro marble featuring a Cast Stove Front gas fire (page 73)

Models: 54” Inglenook† or Surround*

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Lights: Optional

The tall and elegant looks of this finely detailed surround radiate sophistication. Add a further statement to your 
room with an open inglenook or keep it classic with the full surround. 

The Eternia perfectly acquaints itself with a gas or electric stove at its centre. 

 † Not suitable for solid fuel stoves

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
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There’s something sublime about the 
Tudor Arch that’s right for any era or 
room style. But what gives the Aurelia 
the extra magic is the way its edges 
have a soft inward curve - beautifully 
offset by the Smartsense under mantel 
lighting.

The fluted detail of the Aurelia 
profile embodies the innovation of  
Elgin & Hall and creates an enchanting 
finish. 

Adding a five sided hearth provides the 
final flourish to this design.

Models: 48” or 52”* Surround

Finish: Grey / Manila micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

Detailed profile 

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.



21elginandhall.co.uk52” Aurelia surround in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Cast Stove Front gas fire (page 73)
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The timeless style of the Odella is 
beautifully complimented by an inset 
gas fire radiating heat. 

Also available as a striking inglenook 
with front and rear hearth; pairing 
perfectly with a gas or electric stove at 
its centre.

Models: 54” Inglenook † or Surround*

Finish: Grey / Manila / White  
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Lights: Optional

† Not suitable for solid fuel stoves

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
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Available as an inglenook Available in White micro marble

54” Odella surround in Grey micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Exclusive gas fire (page 70) in Brushed Steel
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The charming double profile detail is 
delightfully accentuated by the wave 
arch of this beautiful surround.

Smartsense under mantel lighting offers 
a glowing ambience to be enjoyed in 
the warmth of your home.

50” Rosalina surround in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Broseley Hereford inset electric stove (page 76)

Models: 50” Surround

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional
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A gorgeous ripple effect adds to the 
feminine charm of the Sophia micro 
marble surround. Finish this beautiful 
surround with any inset gas or electric 
fire of your choosing. 

50” Sophia surround in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Devotion gas fire (page 71) in Nickel

Models: 46” or 50”* Surround

Finish: Manila / Pearl Stone / White
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided† / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
†Five Sided hearth available on 48”+ surrounds.
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 54” Vamella surround in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Chollerton gas fire (page 72) in Brushed Steel
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Models: 54”* Surround

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

Available as a gas fireplace (page 62 - 63)

For anyone with an eye for detail, this 
micro marble design will repay your 
admiring gaze for as long as it continues 
to grace your home.  

The profiling takes two steps inwards, 
then back out again to frame your 
choice of gas or electric fire and give an 
impression of depth.  The harmonious 
design is completed with the bullnose 
shelf and standard lipped hearth.

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
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This broad surround with a softly 
curved double profile arch will suit 
any style of room – from traditional to 
contemporary. 

Opt for a bullnose hearth to perfectly 
balance the curve and create a softness 
that appeals to all interiors.

50” Felicia surround in Manila micro marble featuring an Ember electric fire (page 77) in Chrome

Models: 50” Surround

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional
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The elegant, timeless design with double 
profile detail makes this micro marble 
surround every inch the favourite. 

Combine this classic surround with a 
gas or electric fire to enhance the detail 
with the glow of the flames.

50” Milena surround in Manila micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Exclusive gas fire (page 70) in Brass

Models: 50” Surround

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional
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Available as an electric fireplace (page 45) Curved profile detail
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The simple geometry of this modern 
design is softened by curved edging 
under the mantel and around the inner 
profile of the surround. 

The Roesia is also available as a complete 
electric fireplace to conveniently fit any 
flat wall.

Models: 44” or 50”* Surround

Finish: Grey / Manila / White  
micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped / Five Sided† / 
Bullnose

Lights: Optional

50” Roesia surround in Grey micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring a Chollerton gas fire (page 72) in Nickel

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
†Five Sided hearth available on 48”+ surrounds.



32 elginandhall.co.uk54” Verdena surround in White micro marble with Smartsense lights featuring an Exclusive gas fire (page 70) in Brushed Steel
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Available with Smartsense lighting

The Tudor Arch is an Elgin & Hall 
signature style that really sets this 
fireplace apart from its peers. 

The arch is sculpted in a smooth, 
convex profile that gives the Verdena a 
contemporary twist.

Models: 48” or 54”* Surround

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped 

Lights: Optional

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
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35 Aurelia

36 Vitalia

Fine detailing 

To create a graceful Limestone centre 
piece, the quarried stone is expertly 
selected, cut, carved and polished to 
give your room a splendid feature. 

Limestone has been sought after down 
the ages due to its adaptability. It 
naturally looks right with everything. 
Whether you tend towards the 
traditional, veer to the modern or are 
content to be eclectic, there’s a fireplace 
in the Collection that suits your style.

To preserve the beauty and prolong its life, your fireplace needs regular cleaning. 
Due to it’s natural properties, Limestone needs special care and attention. 
This material can stain easily and is sensitive to acids such as citrus juice, vinegar 
and household cleaning chemicals. 

•	 Follow a periodic cleaning routine with a mild, neutral cleaner
•	 Avoid using chemical cleaners as these may damage or dull the surface
•	 Avoid using wax or spray polishes
•	 Avoid placing hot objects, drinks etc directly onto the fireplace
•	 Clean with warm water

Our Limestone surrounds are 
manufactured from natural stone 
resulting in natural variation; this 
can include shading, veining, crystal 
markings and fossils. 

Therefore the Limestone surround 
you purchase may differ slightly 
from that shown in this brochure 
and have its own unique markings.  
This is the beauty of a natural stone 
product.

37 Elissa

38-39 Colwyn
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The Tudor Arch of this Limestone  
fireplace effortlessly creates an 
ambience which defines the Aurelia’s 
traditional style. 

There’s something special about this 
shape that’s right for any era, any room, 
any style. 

Your whole room will gain a soft 
illumination from the integrated 
Smartsense lighting.

48” Aurelia Limestone surround with Smartsense lights featuring a Devotion gas fire (page 71) in Nickel

Models: 48” Surround

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Lights: As standard
Smartsense lighting as standard
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The Vitalia’s foursquare boldness 
is offset by the fine detailing of the 
inward-stepping framework which 
draws the eye gently to the fire within. 

The broader proportions of this 
surround give you the freedom to opt 
for the greater impact of a wide screen 
format gas fire, which the Vitalia is 
comfortably able to accommodate. 

52” Vitalia Limestone surround with Smartsense lights featuring a Chollerton gas fire (page 72) in Brushed Steel 

Models: 52”* Surround

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Lights: As standard

Angular step design *Back panel adjusts to 22” cut out for 
  installation with the Chollerton fires.
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50” Elissa Limestone surround with Smartsense lights featuring a Be Modern Titanium gas fire with Cast trim in Nickel

Models: 50” Surround

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Lights: As standard 

An essentially simple design gains a 
certain curvaceous appeal thanks to 
the delicately arching frame which 
turns inwards on all three sides to a full 
90 degrees. 

The variegated texture of Limestone 
allows for the Elissa to look as though 
it was made for the style in which 
you furnish your space, classic or 
contemporary. Beautiful soft curving detail



38 elginandhall.co.uk54” Colwyn Limestone surround with Smartsense lights featuring a Cast Stove Front gas fire (page 73)
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Models: 54” Surround or Inglenook

Hearth: Bevelled

Lights: As standard

Available as an inglenook

This is more than a fireplace, it’s a piece of great domestic architecture – classic stoic base, Tudor Arch, 
intricately carved profiles and mantel shelf. The Colwyn makes a handsome companion for a gas or electric 
fire, and really comes into its own with an inglenook opening. 

Limestone is ideal for multifuel stoves because it has the special property of absorbing maximum heat output 
and holding it like a radiator for your greater comfort.
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Our electric fireplaces offer ultimate 
convenience - they can be installed 
against any flat wall in any room. 

With a style as beautifully different 
as the decor and furniture which you 
seek to match - there is a fireplace as 
individual as you are.

The 2kW performance provides 
instant heat when you arrive home, 
supplements central heating or allows 
you to heat just one room when the 
weather is on the cool side. 

The flame-effect-only setting gives 
the impression of radiant logs and 
flickering flames with a choice of 
three levels without the added heat; 
perfect for warmer nights.

The latest LED technology produces a 
play of red, orange and yellow tones 
with hints of blue that is both realistic 
and cost-effective. 

Our range of electric fireplaces gives you a choice of micro marble, natural 
timber veneer or soft-toned painted finishes.

This amazing transformation can be fitted in half a day at the most. Because 
it’s electric no chimney or recess is required. Then it’s just a question of simply 
plugging it in… and let the magic begin.

Almond 
Stone

Ivory Pearlescent 
Cashmere

Soft White Stone Natural 
Oak

Manila White

Painted Wood Micro marble

Grey

41 Amorina

42 - 43 Amorina Deluxe

44 Newham

45 Roesia

46 Cotsmore

47 Matteo

48 - 49 Wellsford

50 Heywood

51 Arletta

52 Mariella

53 Vittoria

54 - 55 Lorento

56 Berkley

57 Bracken

58 - 59 Farnham
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Here we have the sublime design of 
the Amorina surround, perfectly paired 
with a stylish widescreen fire trimmed 
in Chrome.  

Choose your favourite finish from a 
variety of micro marble or timber. 

50” Amorina electric fireplace in Pearlescent Cashmere finish

Available in White micro marble

Models: 50” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Grey / Manila / White 

Timber Finish: Almond Stone /  
Pearlescent Cashmere

Hearth: Standard Lipped
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A classic design, instantly modernised by the addition of the charismatic Chollerton electric fire in Nickel. 
This fire is the pièce de résistance in the Amorina Deluxe. 

With the same variety of finishes as her sister the Amorina, this fireplace can’t fail to impress. 

Models: 50” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Grey / Manila / White 

Timber Finish: Almond Stone /  
Pearlescent Cashmere

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Available in Almond Stone finish
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Models: 50” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Grey / Manila / White 

Timber Finish: Almond Stone /  
Pearlescent Cashmere

Hearth: Standard Lipped

50” Amorina Deluxe electric fireplace in Grey micro marble
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This distinctive creation holds a subtle 
reflection of the art deco style, found in 
the fine fluting of the uprights and broad 
arch of the surround. 

This arch is complemented by the 
gentle curve of the Anthracite electric 
fire found within. 

51” Newham electric fireplace in Manila micro marble

Beautifully defined detail

Models: 51” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Manila 

Hearth: Standard Lipped
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Due to the popularity of the Roesia 
surround design, we’ve made an  
all-in-one version for ultimate 
convenience. 

The foursquare geometry is gently offset 
by the curved edging under the mantel 
and around the widescreen fire itself.

50” Roesia electric fireplace in Manila micro marble

Available as a marble surround (page 30-31)

Models: 50” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Manila / White

Hearth: Bullnose Slim / Bullnose Deep
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Available with an Anthracite trim

46” Cotsmore electric fireplace in Manila micro marble

With a clean crisp aesthetic,  
Elgin & Hall’s design flair is refined 
to simple angular architecture which 
compliments the micro marble 
perfectly. 

The Cotsmore features an elegant 
widescreen electric fire with realistic 
log bed and flame effect only setting for 
warmer nights. Choose from Chrome 
or Anthracite finish fire to compliment 
your interior style.

Models: 46” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Manila 

Fire: 3 bar Chrome / Anthracite

Hearth: Standard Lipped
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Unmistakably simple in design yet 
simply beautiful in impact, the Matteo 
will provide a dramatic uplift to rooms 
with a contemporary or retro theme. 

The masterstroke is the double profile 
that underlines the expanse of the 
widescreen fire.

Double profile detail

48” Matteo electric fireplace in Manila micro marble

Models: 48” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Manila / White

Hearth: Standard Lipped
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52” Wellsford electric fireplace in Pearlescent Cashmere finish with Black trim
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Models: 52” Timber Fireplace 52” Marble Fireplace

Finish: Soft White /  
Pearlescent Cashmere

Manila / White 

Trim Finish: Black / Chrome Black / Chrome

Hearth: Bevelled Slim Standard Lipped Slim / Deep

Long, low and superbly adaptable, the Wellsford adds a charming presence to your home. This fireplace is 
available in timber or micro marble finishes with subtle design differences. 

Available in Manila micro marble with Chrome trim

Available in Soft White finish with Chrome trim

The timber Wellsford provides a chic presence with 
chamfered edges and bevelled hearth, choose from 
Pearlescent Cashmere or Soft White finishes. 

While the micro marble option, available in Manila 
or White, is more stoic in design with a strong 
standard lipped hearth and solid top. 
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Realistic glowing log bed

Meet the Heywood, a distinctively 
modern design. With a chunky 
landscape configuration that provides 
the platform for a lively widescreen 
performance from the fire encased 
within. 

46” Heywood electric fireplace in Stone finish

Models: 46” Fireplace

Timber Finish: Ivory / Stone 

Hearth: Bevelled Slim
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Available in Stone finish with Country Oak top

Whether your style is traditional or 
contemporary, the Arletta will suit. 
Its foursquare shape and inward sloping 
frame showcases the expansive fire 
perfectly. 

48” Arletta electric fireplace in Ivory finish

Models: 48” Fireplace

Timber Finish: Ivory / Stone with 
optional Country Oak top

Hearth: Bevelled Slim
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Available as a gas fireplace (page 64 - 65)

50” Mariella electric fireplace in Manila micro marble

A marriage of class and convenience, 
that’s the beauty of this electric 
fireplace. 

Class from the solid quality of micro 
marble, the double shelf and fluted 
inner framing; convenience from  its  
fit-and-go design with an integrated, 
glass fronted electric fire.

Models: 50” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Manila / White

Hearth: Standard Lipped
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Who would have thought something 
so simple could make a complete 
difference to life at home. 

The lustrous micro marble frames a 
widescreen fire for instant effect and 
lasting enjoyment.

Available in Manila micro marble

44” Vittoria electric fireplace in White micro marble

Models: 44” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Manila / White

Hearth: Bevelled Slim / Bevelled Deep
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You could hardly imagine any room 
where the Lorento wouldn’t look 
comfortably at home. The details are 
delightful – stepped mantel top and a 
surround bevelled on its inner edges to 
emphasise the big bold fire.

47” Lorento electric fireplace in Manila micro marble

Models: 47” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Grey / Manila / White 

Hearth: Bevelled Slim / Bevelled Deep
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Realistic glowing log bed Available in Grey micro marble
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The rich colour and texture of Natural 
Oak with the contrast of Anthracite 
from the hearth makes the Berkley a 
handsome choice. 

While its edges are softened by exquisite 
detail cut into the recessed framework 
around the fire.

47” Berkley electric fireplace in Natural Oak finish

Models: 47” Fireplace

Timber Finish: Natural Oak

Hearth: Bullnose Slim
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As country in style as its name, the 
Bracken enlivens any wall with a series 
of agreeable contrasts. The Anthracite 
finish of the hearth, supporting a choice 
of painted surrounds, topped by the 
generous beam in Country Oak finish. 

46” Bracken electric fireplace in Ivory and Anthracite finish with Country Oak top

Models: 46” Fireplace

Timber Finish: Ivory / Stone 

Hearth: Bullnose Deep
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48” Farnham electric fireplace in Manila micro marble
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Angular architecture is given an extra 
dimension by a window frame shape 
stepping forward from the surround 
with the fire as a flickering centrepiece. 

Stepped detailing frames the fire

Models: 44” or 48” Fireplace

Marble Finish: Manila

Hearth: Bevelled Slim / Bevelled Deep
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Thanks to innovative design, we have 
engineered a way to fit our new highly 
desirable gas fires into the standard 
16x22” opening in a UK chimney 
breast or pre-cast flue, with no need 
for any building work. 

And we’ve created magnificent micro 
marble fireplaces to fit – the Orieta 
surround has been set forwards by 
55mm to accommodate more of the 
gas fire. This allows it to sit against 
a flat wall in front of a pre-cast flue 
opening with no building work 
whatsoever – ingenious.

The Mariella, Vamella and Vitalia all 
allow a Gas Safe engineer to simply 
replace an existing conventional gas 
or solid fuel fire in a standard chimney 
breast opening. 

Whichever you prefer, the installation 
is all the more simple because all the 
fireplaces are made as a complete 
single unit. It has taken years of 
research to develop and perfect this 
innovative technology which puts 
Elgin & Hall a step ahead of the 
market. 

Manila White

Please note: colour options will 
vary for each surround.

If your home has a 
traditional chimney 
- identified by the 
brick stack and pot 
on your roof and 
a chimney breast 
in your room, the 
Mariella, Vamella 

or Vitalia is the choice for you. Your 
installer will be able to simply place 
these fireplaces into the existing 
opening and your chimney does the 
rest. No building work required!

Easy slide ignition and operation.

61 Orieta

62 - 63 Vamella

64 - 65 Mariella

66 - 67 Vitalia

Grey

Bevelled mantel top detail

Many homes built 
from 1960 onwards 
have a pre-cast flue 
- much narrower 
than a traditional 
chimney, usually 
identified by a ridge 

vent or a metal flue pipe on the roof. 
Ordinarily only slimline fires would 
fit this flue, however now you can 
choose to install an Orieta. Again no 
structural work needed.
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48” Orieta gas fireplace in White micro marble

The Orieta pairs timeless marble with 
advanced gas technology. Fire and 
surround together compose a single, 
integrated unit, making it easy to fit and 
satisfying to behold. 

The glass-fronted fire delights with large 
dancing flames, by completely filling the 
space framed by the surround - taller so 

Models: 48” Fireplace

Finish: Grey / Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Bevelled Deep

Flue: Pre-Cast

the flames can climb further, broader so 
the log bed can stretch the glow.

But here’s the subtle difference. The 
inner frame of the beautiful micro 
marble surround curves fractionally 
outwards, creating enough space 
behind it to accommodate the fire’s 
concealed working components. 
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Indented profile detail

Behold the delight of a single, integrated 
fireplace with advanced gas technology, 
that’s the marvel of the Vamella. 

The innovative design of the exquisite 
micro marble encases the glass-fronted 
fire to create a true partnership of 
timeless beauty. Taking in every inch 
of the vast space, the flames will draw 
your gaze in to appreciate the glorious 
warmth of the fire.

Easy to fit, ignite and operate, the 
Vamella will satisfy your desire for a 
visionary masterpiece. 

Models: 52” Fireplace

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Flue: Conventional / Pre-Fabricated*

Glowing log bed

*See page 74
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52” Vamella gas fireplace in Manila micro marble



64 elginandhall.co.uk48” Mariella gas fireplace in Manila micro marble
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Concave sloping frame 

A marriage of timeless marble with 
cutting edge gas technology, that’s the 
miracle of the Mariella. 

The glass-fronted fire occupies the 
whole space framed by the surround. 

The surround, made to fit into any 
conventional chimney  breast, is  
fashioned from high quality micro 
marble. The fluted inner frame curves 
inwards to draw your gaze deep into the  
full-view fire. Total bliss.

Models: 48” Fireplace

Finish: Grey / Manila / White  
micro marble

Hearth: Bevelled Deep

Flue: Conventional / Pre-Fabricated*

*See page 74
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52” Vitalia gas fireplace in White micro marble
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A beautiful combination of gas fire and surround, the Vitalia embodies the timeless essence of Elgin & Hall. 

With an uncompromising presence, the widescreen glass-fronted fire is sublime in every way; the enticing 
flames fill the space with satisfying poise to reach every edge. The fine detailing and classic stepped design 
of the micro marble surround is unrivalled. 

Bring the fire to life with a simple slider and relax in the enduring ambience you have created.

Models: 48” or 52” Fireplace

Finish: Manila / White micro marble

Hearth: Standard Lipped

Flue: Conventional / Pre-Fabricated*

48” Vitalia in Manila micro marble

*See page 74
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Once you’ve selected your new stunning fireplace, you may 
choose to give it a warm glowing heart with an Elgin & Hall 
gas fire. 

Our gas fires are controllable and convenient to operate with 
a discreet Smartslide control mounted on the top side or a 
manual control and igniter located behind the fret - flame 
height and heat output is at your control.

All Elgin & Hall fires are manufactured in accordance with internationally 
recognised Quality and Environmental Management System Standards ISO 
9001-2015 and ISO 14001-2015 guaranteeing responsible working and  
product quality.  

All of our gas fires are fitted with a flame monitoring device ensuring that 
in the event of the flame going out during its operation, the gas supply to 
the fire is instantly cut off. 

For your safety, all our gas fires are fitted with an Oxygen Depletion Sensor. 
This will shut off the gas supply if the oxygen level in the room is too low 
or if there is a blockage in the chimney or flue.

We provide a 5 year Warranty* so you can be confident you 
have purchased and installed a high quality product. 

*Terms & conditions apply. 

70 Exclusive

71 Devotion

72 Chollerton

73 Cast Stove Front
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The discreet Smartslide control 
mounted at the top right hand side 
makes your Elgin & Hall gas fire 
convenient to operate. To turn the fire 
on simply press down and release. 

Likewise you can turn the fire off by 
lifting to its top position. The control’s 
second function is to regulate the flame 
height and heat output. 

Smartslide controls give you the 
freedom to change the fire picture 
from smouldering to blazing at a touch 
to suit your mood and desired room 
temperature.

All our open fronted gas fires are 
available as manual control. 

Neatly concealed behind the fret, these 
controls allow you to regulate your 
heat output and flame setting before 
replacing the fret for a sleek finish.We recommend that all gas fires are 

serviced annually by a Registered Gas 
Safe Engineer to ensure continued 
operation and optimum performance. 

This annual service is a condition of our 
5 year warranty, and you must be able 
to show a record of approved servicing 
to be able to make a claim.

Current regulations stipulate that all gas 
fire installations must be carried out by 
a Registered Gas Safe Engineer. 

For information and advice on a Gas 
Safe Engineer, please contact your local 
Elgin & Hall retailer.

The canopy kit “tunes” the appliance 
to your flue to raise the efficiency by up 
to 8% on an open fronted fire.

Available on Catalina & Radion models only

The spacer kit fits to the rear of the fire 
to reduce the depth by 25mm. It is ideal 
for use with pre-cast flues.

An easy grip attachment allows those 
with restricted movement to control 
the ignition & heat. Matching colour 
handles are available in Brass & 
Chrome.

The spacer kit fits to the rear of the fire 
to reduce the depth by 25mm. It is ideal 
for use with pre-cast flues.

The Xtra canopy kit* “tunes” the 
appliance to your flue to raise the 
efficiency by up to 8% on an open 
fronted fire.
*Available on Slimline or Deepline Radiant  
 models only

An easy grip* attachment allows those 
with restricted movement to control the 
ignition & heat. 
Matching colour handles are available 
in Brass & Chrome. A Black Smartslide 
handle is supplied as standard with 
Smartslide models.
*Easy grip handle not suitable for Chollerton gas fire.
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The handsome Exclusive gas fire features bold lines and flat facing complimented 
by long bevelled edges sloping down to the fire bed. 

Exclusive gas fire in Chrome featured in the Odella micro marble surround (page 22 - 23)

Model Finish Inset Depth Min/Max Output Control Flue Type Efficiency

Open  

Fronted

Slimline Radiant

Brass 

Brushed Steel 

Chrome

Black

123mm 1.4 / 3.1kW
Manual or 

Smartslide

BC, PF, PC* 50%-58%

Deepline Radiant 173mm 1.4 / 3.2kW BC, PF, PC* 51%-54%

Deepline Convector 198mm 1.7 / 3.8kW BC, PF 62%

Glass  

Fronted

Mid Depth H.E 128mm 2.0 / 3.4kW
Smartslide

BC, PF 87%

Deepline H.E 198mm 2.0 / 4.5kW BC, PF 89%

Balanced Flue 186mm 2.2 / 3.3kW Manual  BF 86%

*When installed with a 75mm rebated fire surround

Brass

Black

Brushed Steel
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The Anthracite epoxy coated framework bordering either side of the Devotion trim 
provides a dramatic contrast and makes the fire stand out subtly from the surround.

Devotion gas fire in Nickel featured in the Sophia micro marble surround (page 25)

Model Finish Inset Depth Min/Max Output Control Flue Type Efficiency

Open  

Fronted

Slimline Radiant

Brass 

Brushed Steel 

Chrome

Nickel

123mm 1.4 / 3.1kW
Manual or 

Smartslide

BC, PF, PC* 50%-58%

Deepline Radiant 173mm 1.4 / 3.2kW BC, PF, PC* 51%-54%

Deepline Convector 198mm 1.7 / 3.8kW BC, PF 62%

Glass  

Fronted

Mid Depth H.E 128mm 2.0 / 3.4kW
Smartslide

BC, PF 87%

Deepline H.E 198mm 2.0 / 4.5kW BC, PF 89%

Balanced Flue 186mm 2.2 / 3.3kW Manual BF 86%

*When installed with a 75mm rebated fire surround

Chrome

Brushed Steel

Brass
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The Chollerton is a stylish glass fronted, high efficiency fire, offering an impressive 
88% efficiency. Available in Nickel, Brushed Steel, Chrome or Brass there is a 
finish to suit your chosen surround. Ideal for larger surrounds.

Model Finish Inset Depth Min / Max Output Control Flue Type Efficiency

Glass Fronted Wide Screen 
Brass, Brushed Steel, 

Chrome, Nickel
124mm 2.0 / 4.4kW Smartslide BC, PF 88%

Chollerton gas fire in Nickel featured in the Vitalia Limestone surround (page 36)

Brushed Steel

Brass

Chrome
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Alternatively, give your fireplace and room a different 
aesthetic with the Cast Stove Front gas fire. A heavy 
cast iron trim finishes these fires to give the desirable 
appearance of a stove. 

Model Finish Inset Depth Min / Max Output Control Flue Type Efficiency

Glass  

Fronted

Mid Depth H.E

Cast Iron

128mm 2.0 / 3.4kW
Smartslide

BC, PF 87%

Deepline H.E 198mm 2.0 / 4.5kW BC, PF 89%

Balanced Flue 186mm 2.2 / 3.3kW Manual BF 86%

Cast Stove Front with a high efficiency deepline gas fire featured in the Aurelia surround (page 20 - 21)
Cast Stove Front with balanced flue gas fire
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* Deepline Radiant fire suitable when installed with a 75mm                                                                                                                                             
   rebated surround

All gas fires require a chimney or flue to conduct 
expended gases to the exterior. To identify which 
type your house has and which model of fire will fit 
(slimline, mid-depth or deepline), check the simple 
descriptions below. 

Easily recognisable from the stack 
above the roof line (usually with a 
pot or gas terminal). Once the fire is 

sealed into the chimney cavity, any harmful gases are 
expelled up the chimney itself and out of the roof. Any 
of our gas fires can be installed here.

Identifiable by a metal flue and 
terminal on the roof, this flue system 
is suitable for all our gas fires. Piping 
from your flue right down to your fire 

transports the gasses from the fire and out of the house.  
Again this flue is suitable for installation with any of our 
gas fires.

Recognisable by a ridge vent on the 
roof line, and built from concrete or 
clay blocks, usually within the wall 
cavity, the expelled gasses are vented 
through this shallow passage and out 

of the roof. Pre-cast flues are perfect for our Slimline or 
Deepline* Radiant gas fires. 

Identified by a round flue installed 
directly through an external wall or 
the roof. Our balanced flue fire is 
completely sealed from the front, 
allowing air to circulate through 

the flue to the rear of the fire. Cold air is sucked into 
the fire to combust and the gasses are expelled via 
the same point. This fire is highly efficient due to its 
airtight installation and can be installed without a 
chimney breast. 

Elgin & Hall provide an extensive choice of gas fires with 
options to suit your home. Whether you have a traditional 
brick chimney, pre-cast flue or no flue at all, we have a 
model to fit.

Our open fronted gas fires are ideal for occasional 
use providing an essential secondary heat source with 
real dancing flames that provide instant heat within 
your fireplace. Our glass fronted fires provide greater 
efficiencies making them ideal for constant or regular 
use to efficiently heat any room through their radiant and 
convected heat.

For those situations where you have no chimney or 
flue, our balanced flue fires are ideal for venting directly 
through an outside wall.

If you’re unsure which chimney or gas fire you need, 
contact one of our Elgin & Hall retailers who will be 
happy to survey your property and provide professional 
guidance and advice on which Elgin & Hall gas fire is 
right for your home.
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Radiant gas fires pull in cold air through their open front, circulating it over the 
real flames and emitting it back into the room.  

Hot air is transferred through the canopy 
to circulate the warmth around your room.

A panel of ceramic glass prevents air from being sucked up through the front of the fire and directing heat up the chimney, 
meaning a higher percentage of convected and radiant heat is propelled back into the room.

Install In: Pre-Cast, Pre-Fab or  
Brick Chimney

Efficiency: 50% (58% with Xtra canopy)

Control: Smartslide or Manual

Heat Input: High 6.75kW Low 3.0kW

Heat Output: High 3.1kW Low 1.4kW

Install In: Pre-Cast*, Pre-Fab or  
Brick Chimney

Efficiency: 51% (54% with Xtra canopy)

Control: Smartslide or Manual

Heat Input: High 6.75kW Low 3.0kW

Heat Output: High 3.2kW Low 1.4kW

Install In: Pre-Fab or Brick Chimney

Efficiency: 62% 

Control: Smartslide or Manual

Heat Input: High 6.75kW Low 3.0kW

Heat Output: High 3.8kW Low 1.7kW

* When installed with a 75mm rebate surround

Install In: Pre-Fab or Brick Chimney

Efficiency: 87%

Control: Smartslide

Heat Input: High 4.1kW Low 2.5kW

Heat Output: High 3.4kW Low 2.0kW

Install In: Pre-Fab or Brick Chimney

Efficiency: 89%

Control: Smartslide 

Heat Input: High 5.5kW Low 2.5kW

Heat Output: High 4.5kW Low 2.0kW

Install In: Pre-Fab or Brick Chimney

Efficiency: 88%

Control: Smartslide 

Heat Input: High 5.5kW Low 2.5kW

Heat Output: High 4.4kW Low 2.0kW

Install In: Balanced Flue

Efficiency: 86%

Control: Manual

Heat Input: High 4.2kW Low 2.9kW

Heat Output: High 3.3kW Low 2.2kW

This glass fronted balanced flue gas fire 
is pleasingly traditional with a welcome 
efficiency of 86% and a cosy 3.3kW 
heat output. 
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Whichever Elgin & Hall micro marble surround you 
choose, the centre of attraction is the fire itself, inset into 
the back panel. 

Whether you are replacing a gas or coal fire or installing 
a natural focus to a room with no existing fireplace, 
going electric allows you to connect with clean, instant, 
efficient and thermostatically controlled heat. 

Enjoy the convenience of efficient, 
instantly controllable heat and clean 
maintenance-free living. By itself the 
LED only effect consumes just 6 watts 
of energy. Brilliant!

An Elgin & Hall inset fire should be 
effortless to operate. Which is why they 
come complete with a remote control 
to put different levels of heat, light and 
flame at your fingertips.

With an electric fire you don’t need to 
generate heat to enjoy its comforting 
glow. The LED flame effect only control 
option, lets you experience it any time 
of the day or year.

With its squared-off proportions the 
Ignite can be installed into an existing 
fireplace or for a flat wall installation use 
with a 75mm rebate surround. Featuring 
a real cast iron door this electric stove 
offers an authentic multifuel stove look 
and feel. 

In sleek steel with cast door, bold 
detailing and splayed feet, the Hereford 
has the power to create a cosy 
centrepiece in any living space. Install 
this stove within an existing fireplace 
or for a flat wall installation use with a 
75mm rebate surround.

The Desire’s Matt Black steel frame 
adds character to your room. View the 
flickering flames from it’s large curved 
viewing window. The Desire again can 
be installed within an existing fireplace 
or for a flat wall installation use with a 
75mm rebate surround.
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The Ember fire sits behind a curved 
glass front allowing extra depth to the 
shimmering embers and dancing array 
of flame in which the eye can wander. 

The trim in lustrous Black Chrome or 
Chrome and the fret is magnetically 
attached to the base of the fire. 

Perfect for installation into many of our 
micro marble surrounds. 

Ember electric fire in Black Chrome

Chollerton electric fire in Nickel

ChromeBrassBrushed Steel

The Chollerton electric is a widescreen 
fire designed for installation into a wider 
22” cut out back panel. 

However this fire also offers the 
convenience of fitting into a standard 
chimney opening without any building 
work. 

With its widescreen engine, the 
Chollerton is ideal for larger surrounds.
A wide choice of frames; Brass, 
Chrome, Nickel and Brushed Steel and 
an Anthracite profiled edge, this allows 
you to match your fire to your home 
furnishings whilst enjoying the flickering 
flames in a wide aspect fire.

Chrome
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Model Mantel Width Height Hearth Width Hearth Depth Rebate Smartsense Lights Hearth Option Finishes

Aurelia 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, D 

Aurelia* 1320mm (52”) 1110mm 1320mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, D

Amorina* 1270mm (50”) 1137mm 1270mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B

Eliana 1220mm (48”) 1155mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B, D

Eliana* 1320mm (52”) 1155mm 1320mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B, D

Eternia - Inglenook† 1370mm (54”) 1243mm 1370mm 400mm† N/A Optional SL A, B

Eternia* 1370mm (54”) 1243mm 1370mm 400mm 55mm Optional SL A, B

Felicia 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 400mm 25mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B

Florano 1220mm (48”) 1095mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm As standard SL B/D

Harriet 1320mm (52”) 1125mm 1320mm 400mm 25mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, C 

Milena 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 400mm 25mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B

Odella - Inglenook† 1370mm (54”) 1235mm 1370mm 400mm† N/A Optional SL A, B, D

Odella* 1370mm (54”) 1235mm 1370mm 400mm 55mm Optional SL A, B, D

Roesia 1120mm (44”) 1085mm 1120mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, BN A, B, D

Roesia* 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B, D

Rosalina 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 400mm 25mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B

Siena 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B, C 

Siena* 1320mm (52”) 1110mm 1320mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B, C

Sophia 1170mm (46”) 1085mm 1170mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, BN A, B, C

Sophia* 1270mm (50”) 1145mm 1270mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B, C

Timara 1220mm (48”) 1095mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm As standard SL B/D

Vamella* 1370mm (54”) 1155mm 1370mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B

Verdena 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL A, B

Verdena* 1370mm (54”) 1110mm 1370mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL A, B

Viena 1220mm (48”) 1110mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL A, B

Viena* 1370mm (54”) 1110mm 1370mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL A, B

Vitalia 1220mm (48”) 1080mm 1220mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B

Vitalia* 1320mm (52”) 1040mm 1320mm 400mm 45mm / 75mm Optional SL, FS, BN A, B, D

Model Mantel Width Height Hearth Width Hearth Depth Hearth Option Finishes
Amorina 1270mm (50”) 1040mm 1270mm 300mm SL A, B, D, E, G
Amorina Deluxe 1270mm (50”) 1040mm 1270mm 300mm SL A, B, D, E, G
Arletta* 1210mm (48”) 1072mm 1210mm 240mm BVS F, I
Berkley 1195mm (47”) 1053mm 1170mm 330mm BNS K
Bracken 1170mm (46”) 990mm 1170mm 380mm BND F, I
Cotsmore** 1170mm (46”) 970mm 1170mm 400mm SL A

Farnham 1120mm (44”) 930mm 1120mm 240mm / 400mm BVS / BVD A

Farnham 1220mm (48”) 965mm 1220mm 240mm / 400mm BVS / BVD A
Heywood 1180mm (46”) 962mm 1280mm 240mm BVS F, I
Lorento 1194mm (47”) 1084mm 1220mm 240mm / 400mm BVS, BVD A, B, D
Mariella 1270mm (50”) 1083mm 1270mm 400mm SL A, B
Matteo 1220mm (48”) 900mm 1220mm 240mm SL A, B
Newham 1296mm (51”) 1025mm 1296mm 400mm SL A
Roesia 1270mm (50”) 1074mm 1270mm 240mm or 400mm BNS, BND A, B
Vittoria 1120mm (44”) 1005mm 1120mm 240mm or 400mm BVS, BVD A, B
Wellsford 1320mm (52”) 855mm 1320mm 300mm BVS, SL† A, B, H, I

*Arletta models are also available with a Country Oak top | ** Cotsmore is available with a Black or Chrome trim fire

Model Mantel Width Height Hearth Width Hearth Depth Rebate Smartsense Lights Hearth Finish

Aurelia 1220mm (48”) 1105mm 1220mm 400mm 75mm As standard SL J

Colwyn 1370mm (54”) 1170mm 1370mm 400mm 25mm As standard BVD J

Elissa 1270mm (50”) 1140mm 1270mm 400mm 75mm As standard SL J

Vitalia 1320mm (52”) 1035mm 1320mm 400mm 75mm As standard SL J

Model Mantel Width Height Hearth Width Hearth Depth Hearth Finish

Mariella 1220mm (48”) 1089mm 1220mm 400mm BVD A, B, D

Orieta 1220mm (48”) 1089mm 1220mm 400mm BVD A, B, D

Vamella 1320mm (52”) 1137mm 1320mm 400mm SL A, B

Vitalia 1220mm (48”) 1080mm 1220mm 400mm SL A, B

Vitalia 1320mm (52”) 1150mm 1320mm 400mm SL A, B

*Back panel available with 22” cut out for installation with the Chollerton gas or electric fires. NB: all of our surrounds are available with Smartsense lights
†Not suitable for solid fuel stoves

†BVS hearth available with timber models only, SL Slim or Deep hearth available with marble models only
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Standard Lipped Five Sided

Bullnose Slim Bullnose Deep

BNS BND

SL FS

Manila Pearl StoneWhite Grey

Almond  
Stone

Ivory Soft 
White

Stone

Natural Oak

Painted

Wood

Micro Marble

A B C D

E F G H I

K

Limestone

Limestone

J

Bevelled Slim Bevelled Deep

BVS BVD

Model Width Height Inset Depth Finish
Chollerton 611mm 611mm 124mm Brass, Brushed Steel, Chrome, Nickel
Ember 510mm 612mm 90mm Black Chrome, Chrome

Model Width Height Depth Inset Depth Finish
Desire 486mm 587mm 227.5mm 66mm Matt Black
Hereford 491mm 587mm 238mm 68mm Matt Black
Ignite 486mm 587mm 227.5mm 66mm Matt Black

Model Width Height Inset Depth Inset Width Inset Height

Slimline Radiant 510mm 610mm 123mm 352mm 553mm

Deepline Radiant 510mm 610mm 173mm 403mm 553mm

Convector Deepline 510mm 610mm 198mm 403mm 553mm

High Efficiency Mid-Depth 510mm 610mm 128mm 403mm 553mm

High Efficiency Deepline 510mm 610mm 198mm 403mm 553mm

Balanced flue 510mm 610mm 186mm 400mm 550mm

Once you have chosen your favourite surround, picked the finest fire and 
measured up to ensure it will fit, it’s time to visit your local showroom.

Admiring these British designed and manufactured fireplaces first hand is the 
best way to understand their quality and craftsmanship. Why not take paint 
charts, fabric samples or photos of your room to match with the surrounds. 

Under mantel Smartsense lighting is available on many of 
our surrounds.

Pearlescent 
Cashmere

Model Width Height Inset Depth Inset Width Inset Height

High Efficiency Widescreen 611mm 611mm 124mm 396mm 556mm

Model Width Height Inset Depth Inset Width Inset Height

High Efficiency Mid-Depth 560mm 660mm 128mm 403mm 553mm

High Efficiency Deepline 560mm 660mm 198mm 403mm 553mm

Balanced flue 560mm 660mm 186mm 400mm 550mm

Slim hearths are 240mm deep, deep hearths are 400mm.

ome into the warmthC
Broseley. For your way of living.

MUlTIfUel
WoodBUrNING
eleCTrIC
GAS

multifuel, woodburning, gas & electric stoves

If one of the stoves featured in this brochure has 
caught your eye, look no further than our sister 
company Broseley Fires. 

Visit: broseleyfires.co.uk to view products, find 
information or to request a brochure.

If you need advice, you can trust the
experience of our independent retailers. 

See pages 70 - 71 for finishes

See page 72 for finishes
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Be Modern Group hold design copyright and registration of design for its product ranges. Be Modern Group are continually striving to improve and develop their range of 
products. It is important, therefore, to check details before ordering as sizes and specifications may change without prior notice. Whilst every effort is made to ensure accuracy 
and colour, it is not always possible to obtain perfect reproduction because of the materials and printing processes used and you may find that shades, natural grain markings 

and marble colouring are not consistent. © Be Modern Group June 2017

Front Cover product: Vamella (page 26 - 27) Back Cover product: Cotsmore (page 46)


